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The BG News
Bowling Green State University

Thursday

September 24,1981

Reagan's economy plan key point of speech
WASHINGTON (AP) — With
Republican leaders balking at any
new slash in Social Security,
President Reagan planned Tuesday to take his case for further
budget cuts directly to the nation.
But while he invited Americans
to tune in Thursday night for some
tough talk, aides said he would
consider, meanwhile, the advice
of his GOP allies that Congress
simply won't buy elements of his
latest package, totaling $16.3
billion in additional cuts for 1982.
"The president believes it is
particularly important at this
time to speak to the American
people on his plan to rebuild the
economy," said deputy press
secretary Larry Speakes. All

three commercial networks said Security, and some efforts are
they would carry the 9 p.m. EDT under way to reverse even that
address.
move.
"Tune in at 9 o'clock"
SPEAKES SAID he had heard Thursday, the president told
nothing to indicate the president reporters in the White House Rose
had changed his mind about seek- Garden* Asked if he would tell
ing a delay in the cost-of-living in- Americans "tough facts" about
creases scheduled for Social the economy, Reagan replied,
Security and several other retire- "Yes."
ment and welfare programs next
Reagan's tentative plan calls
year. But he acknowledged that for postponing a scheduled costthe chief executive wants "more of-living increase in Social Securitime to consider" that decision in ty benefits July 1 to Oct. 1. There
light-of a report from Senate Ma- would be cost-of-living delays in
jority Leader Howard Baker Jr. eight other social welfare prothat such cuts won't fly. •
grams, as well.
Congress already has approved
BUT the two top Republicans in
eliminating the $lOO-per-month Congress, Baker of Tennessee and
minimum benefit under Social House Republican Leader Bob

Michel of Illinois, told Reagan
personally on Monday he faces
likely defeat on that score.
Sources said they cautioned the
Kresident the package would like
j fail in the Democraticcontrolled House, and prevail in
the GOP Senate only after a difficult and politically costly fight
by the majority Republicans.
Opposition centers around the
Social Security proposal, but one
source said there is no general
consensus that a new round of
spending cuts is necessary.
Some of Reagan's strongest
supporters have suggested deferring the cuts in personal income
tax scheduled for 1982 and 1983 as
a way of reducing the deficit

without cutting Social Security.
There is no evidence the president
is considering such a possibility.
Meanwhile Tuesday, Treasury
Secretary Donald T. Regan told
Congress the administration will
stay the course with its policy of
tax and spending cuts and tight
control over credit.
THE PRESIDENT'S reported
decision against recommending
the change in Social Security
would represent a concession to
Congress, where the plan has encountered strong opposition from
Republicans and Democrats
alike. White House aides said the
delay would have meant an
average of $100 in foregone
benefits for Social Security reci-

pients over the three months.
The president had been considering an overall plan for $16.3
billion in spending cutbacks. By
far the most controversial element was the proposed delay
from July 1 to Oct. 1 for next
year's Social Security cost-ofliving increase.
Similar delays were to be
recommended for railroad retirement benefits; federal or military
pensions; food stamps; Supplemental Security Income;
veterans' pensions; compensation
for injured federal workers; black
lung benefits for coal miners and
the school lunch and child nutrition programs.
continued on page 3

Checking banks:
How do they rate?
by Mary Barnes
wire editor

University students who want
the convenience of banking in
town can choose from three local
banks and several savings and
loan associations.
Huntington National Bank has a
university office located at 445 E.
Wooster St. Huntington offers nocharge checking to customers
maintaining a $500 checking
balance or a $1,000 balance fn a
savings account or certificate of
deposit. For customers who do not
maintain these balances, there is
a $3.50 flat fee up to 30 transactions, according to Lynn Mazur,
manager of the university office.
If a customer writes more than 30
checks, there is a 7 cent an item
charge, Mazur said.
Mazur said the Huntington is
advocating linking a $1,500 30month money market certificate
with a student checking account.
With this plan, the checking account will draw interest and there
is no charge checking.
Mazur said savings accounts
yield 5.25 percent interest and
there is no limit on the number of
withdrawals.
Huntington will cash checks only for customers with accounts at
the Huntington. There is no
charge to cash checks, Mazur
said.
Mid American National Bank &
Trust Co. has a university office
located at 1480 E. Wooster St. According to supervisor Sharon Ernsthausen, customers qualify for

no-charge checking by maintaining a $500 balance in either a savings or checking account. If a$500
balance is not maintained, there
is a $5 fee per month, Ernsthausen said. There is no peritem charge.
A SAVINGS account can be
opened with $1 at Mid Am. Interest is compounded and paid
quarterly. Ernsthausen said if
the interest amounts to less than
$1.25, no interest is given.
Customers can make two free
withdrawals per interest quarter.
For each additional $200 in the account, there can be another free
withdrawal. Ernsthausen said
there is a $1 charge for excessive
withdrawals, for example if a
customer is using a savings ac»
count as a checking account.
NORTHWEST Ohio Bank has
two offices on Main Street, one
located at 100 S. Main St. and the
other at 1098 N. Main St. According to North Main branch
manager Steve Keys, a customer
is eligible for no-charge checking
when a $500 balance is maintained
in either a savings or checking account. If the balance falls below
$500, the service charge will vary
according to the balance maintained, Keys said.
There will be a $3 monthly service charge for a balance from $0$99, a $2 service charge for a
balance from $300-$499.
Keys said savings accounts can
be opened with $1 or more and
draw 5.25 interest compounded
daily.

Problems forseen for new constitution

continued on page 3

by Scott Sleek
News staff reporter

A new student body constitution written by SG.'
members will soon be
presented to students and the
Board of Trustees for acceptance, and Donald Ragusa,
dean of students, said he sees a
problem with-the document.
At a meeting of the student
body constitution steering committee, faculty and administrators Friday, Ragusa
said a section of the constitution giving students the
right to a voice on faculty
decision-making bodies may
not be acceptable by the Board
of Trustees.
"I'm very supportive of what
I perceive the direction SGA
wants to go," Ragusa said.
"All I was trying to say is tactically there might be some
doubts the trustees would
perceive with such a broad
statement, he said."
HE SAID there is "such a
multitude of areas where decisions have to be made" and he

Inside
Weather
Frost warning. Clear, low
in the mid 30s, high upper
60s. Chance of rain near
aero.

stall photo by Dale Omorl

Or. Donald Ragusa

is concerned that students
might not be able to gain the experience to function effectively
on faculty committees in the
short time of their involvement.
He used the tenure committees as an example, and explained that persons on the
committee would look and consider publications from professors up for tenure and
whether these publications
were in referee journals, where
the decision by experts in the
field as to whether an article is
acceptable for publishing is announced.
Someone would need a "fair
amount of background" he
said, and he added that is why
non-tenured faculty members
are not on tenure boards
He explained the decision to
give a faculty member tenure
is based on a two thirds majority vote, and "if you have 12 people, five people can block that."
He used as an example a
situation possibly arising
where a student sitting on a

tenure might vote against granting tenure to a professor simply because that person received
a bad grade from the applicant.
"YOU WOULD want an informed, intelligent decision,"
he said. "You want a decision
based on a breadth of
knowledge."
Ragusa said allowing
students to sit on these committees would "slow down the
decision-making process, "and
it may cast doubt on the skill of
the people making the decisions.
He emphasized experience
and time as important factors
in involvement on these committees.
"There are a number of key
committees in which students
should have a very prominent
role," he said.
RAGUSA recently went to the
University of Maryland and
described a health advisory
committee that was made up
almost entirely of students.

"They actually determine the
allocation and budgeting with
the student health center in
conjunction with the health
center staf f," he said.
"That's a model for what I'm
thinking of." he said.
Students have a right to
evaluate services that have an
impact on them, he said, but he
emphasized that these should
be "more straightforward
kinds of services," and that this
does not include tenure.
FOOD and health service
were some examples he used
where students have more experience than faculty members
and where the input is appropriate.
"It's the groups who are impacted by the decision making
the decisions,'' he said.
"Faculty members are fairly
limited in the number of committees they are on," he went
on to say, using organizations
such as the student run
continued on page 3
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Opinion
Housing committee Environmental concern becoming extinct
rekindles old flame
Focus
"D ising from the ashes of the housing code battle last
XVyear comes a revised and expanded Bowling Green
Housing Commission.
Now, the commission is an advisory board of seven
members designed to promote the improvement of housing
standards, facilities and practices. And to establish the
commission as a direct liaison with the Wood County
Health Department, Student Consumer Union, Bowling
Green Rental Housing Association and to function as a
focal point where problems related to housing might be
solved with a spirit of cooperation.
More representation has been added to the east side of
town where most University students live. Students Roger
Weaver and Mike Grayson were appointed to the commission.
But, there are problems in Camelot.
The commission has no power to pass legislation. They
only can recommend. Last year they recommended the
housing code, but the council saw fit to disregard its advice
and kill the housing code.
It seems like the Knights of the Round Table are free to
speak, but what they say is not taken into Consideration.
Now, with more knights added to the group, more voices
will sound, but will anymore be heard?
Councilman Wendell Jones said that the enlargement of
commission is only "cosmetic" and deceives the public into believing that council is doing something to face housing
problems in the city.
The News hopes this is not true. Every voice should be
heard, and its recommendations seriously considered.
As long as the City Council recognizes the recommendations of the expanded commission, this is a step in the right
direction.
We hope that this is iust the first of many steps to
alleviate the housing problems in Bowling Green.

Environmental concerns of this
country have gone through quite
an evolutionary history. As in all
new species, environmentalism
has gone through numerous
changes through time. From the
growing pains of Rachel Carson's by Audrey Veroski
"Silent Spring" and the early University Studtnt
"Save the Whales" campaigns,
Yet, it is extremely important
the movement has always had its
to maintain a strong environmenups and downs.
Today, this species may be in tal concern in this country. The
danger of following the path of the goal of an environmentalist is to
California Condor, the big-horned
sheep, and yes, the whale. If environmental concern becomes extinct, then what will be the fate of
these animals, many more like
them and of our own Homo sapiens?
It is not so difficult to see why
environmentalism seems to be
wanning in this country. Often, it
seems to be at odds with political
and business interests. After all,
the business of America is
business, not protecting our
heritage or leaving a bountiful
legacy to our children. It just
doesn't make economic sense to
want clean air or pure water.
Then we have the more fashion
conscious individuals. With the
present administration it isn't
chic to say you're an environmentalist. It was only a fad of the 60's
and 70's. Just as any other style
comes and goes, environmental
concern is on its way out.
Finally, environmentalists are
often seen as both extremists
and pessimists. After all, warnings of disease and extinction
aren't pleasant topics of conversation. So there we have it; why
would anyone want to share interests that are so unpopular?

maintain a high standard on the
quality of life. Avoiding situations
that cause debilitating diseases,
saving animals from oblivion,
and finding ways to reverse pollution-causing processes are all the
goals of the environmentalist.
We haven't solved all of our problems yet, so now as much as ever
we need to maintain a strong proenvironment attitude. This attitude must work with business
and political values. It must not

merely be a passing fad, but a.
long-lasting way of lite which can
Depassea on to our children.
Finally, and maybe most important, it must be an optimistic
attitude. Let us forsee a bright,
clean, healthy future.
The Environmental Interest
Group is an organization on campus committed to the goals of
preserving environmental concern in our own backyards.
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Reagan's opposition finding a voice
WASHINGTON - It is plain now ■MMHBM
that the opposition to President -■-,
Reagan and his program is begin- |H OOl 1 *J
ning to find its voice. The 260,000 * vrx^vw
people who assembled on the Mall
last Saturday at the call of the
AFL-CIO and some 200 other by David Broder
organizations to protest the Syndicated Columnlit
J
Reagan economic policies was the
largest such demonstration since Detore-exactly twelve years ago.
Then, the Republican President
Vietnam war days.
with nine months in office was
This weekend, the Democratic Richard Nixon, and the issue that
Party will hold its first major brought thousands to the streets
training session for the 1962 cam- was Vietnam.
paign in Des Moines and, on Oct.
The troubles in today's
1, Ft will parade a number of economy are, thank goodness, a
mayors before the microphones at lot less ugly a mess than Vietnam
a dinner here to describe the was twelve years ago. But there
damage they say will be done by are certain similarities in the
the Reagan budget cuts that go in- situation. The basic problem in
both instances is one the
to effect that day.
Republican administration inMeantime, House Democrats herited from its Democratic
have recalled that the committees predecessor. "Curing" the prothey control are allowed to con- blem is the basic mandate each
duct investigations, and Tip Republican President received
O'Neill has launched a number of from the voters.
them into regional hearings focusIn both instances, the
ed on the effects of high interest Republican President put in place
rates and scarce federal dollars. by the fall of his first year a longAs a result of all this, the term strategy for extricating the
Republicans are getting shaky country from its bind. And in both
about their support of the new instances, the opposition has gone
round of budget cuts. And to the streets with the claim that
Washington, a city whose inbred the program is not really as
discussions produce violent sw- advertised in the previous camings of opinion, has-in its typical paign and, even if it is, it is not
fashion-gone from thinking that producing results as fast as they
Reagan is king of the world to are needed.
thinking he is a political fall guy.
There was plenty to criticize in
What everyone needs to do is Nixon's Vietnamization, and
step back one pace and take a there is plenty to doubt about
deep breath. Otherwise, we are Reaganomics. But it seems to me
about to jitter ourselves into that any fair-minded appraisal
serious trouble.
has to conclude that there is
We have been down this road greater political legitimacy to
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Reagan's current effort than
there was to Vietnamization, and
therefore a more compelling case
for caution in condemning it.
But the most significant difference is that Reagan's plan has
been given explicit approval by
try to very much."
Congress, while Nixon's, I felt someone rocking my
represented purely executive- shoulder and awoke with a jump.
His chin started to quiver. "And
"Sorry to wake you up but do
branch decision-making.
the
radio station here. All it plays
you have a dime I can use?" askis Van Halen, REO and AC/DC.,r
ed
a
freckle-faced
kid
wearing
a
As readers of this column know,
"I know. I know."
there have been grave doubts ex- Cleveland Browns bathrobe.
"And I'm afraid I'll flunk out."
by
Dave
Sigworth
Still
groggy,
I
dug
into
my
pressed here about the pace and
"No way. Unless you take
SUtt R.port.f
pocket
andpulled
out
the
conscale of the reduction in federal
something like accounting, you'll
responsibilities and the manner in tents.
do okay, I said. "What's your
"Um, no, but I've got some home."
which programs have been handmajor?"
"Homesick already?"
ed off to states and cities, or just tokens for the game room in the
"Accounting," he said, wiping
"Yeah, I guess," he said. "Tell
abandoned. I have been even Union," I said and laid back down
more skeptical about the size of as he appeared unable to use me. You're an upperclassman. his nose.
"Look," I said, grabbing him
Did you ever get homesick?"
the tax cuts, and the promise of them.
"Oh, sometimes. Everyone firmly by the shoulders. "Give it a
He tapped
my shoulder again.
future tax indexation is one I
T
does sometimes. But once you get chance. Here, I've got two beers
"You re the night guard?*'
thought no prudent Congress
"Of course I'm the night guard. settled in and meet some friends left Drink them; they'll help you
should make three years in adWho else would be sleeping in this you'll be all right. College is relax. You'll feel better tomorvance.
row."
great, you'll see."
But this policy was approved by drafty lobby?"
He thanked me and went
"But ... um, the food. I don't
"Well, I don't know."
majorities less than two months
"No one, that's who," I said. understand it. Like tonight, my upstairs. I sat there, thinking of
ago. It has not yet been put in
place. To consider scrubbng it "That's part of a night guard's mashed potatoes had a plastic what he said, what I've done in
my three years here, what I've
now-or replacing it with an invisi- job, you know: Making sure that cover on it."
wanted to do. Suddenly I wanted
"That was gravy."
ble alternative-strikes me, not JS no one sleeps in the lobby."
"Oh," he said and turned to go
"Oh. And the girls. No one ever to go home.
a sensible political judgment, but
Another kid came through the
notices me. I'll never get a date,"
back upstairs.
as a reaction of pure panic.
lobby.
"Hey, kid. What do you want he said. Tears started to grow.
"Sure you will," I lied.
There will be time-and need- with a dime at 4 o'clock in the
"Do you date a lot? " he asked.
"Hey," I sniffed. "You got a
for mid-course corrections. But to morning?" I asked.
"Um, well. I, ah, really don't dime I can borrow?"
"Well, I was thinking of calling
attempt them in the waning days
of a congressional session, rather
than in the 1982 consideration of DOONESBURY
by Garry Trudeau
the Reagan budget, entails even
greater risks than the gamble imA5ARtC£Ml&CaiCF1fe
iers JUSISAY
plicit in Reaganomics.
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Buddy, can you spare a dime?
Focus

Respont
If you would like to comment
on something in the News or
anything of interest to the campus or community, write to the
News.
The letter or guest column
should be typewritten, triple
spaced and signed. Please include your address and
telephone number for verification. Letters to the editor
should not be longer than 200
words and columns should not
be longer than 500 words.
The News reserves the right
to reject letters or portions of
letters that are in bad taste,
malicious or libelous. All are
subject to condensation.
• The letters are the individual
opinions of the writers and the
accuracy of their statements
has not been checked by the
News.
Address your comments to:
Editor of the BG News, 106
University Hall.
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Newsbriefs-

Ragusa's reactions.

Archives receives collection

University Activities Organization as
an example.
Ragusa explained students already
have some input into decisions on
tenure, where committee members,
along with public service, research,
peer evaluation, and teaching ability
consider results of student evaluations.

A collection of Great Lakes shipping
photographs, books and other documents valued
at nearly $30,000 has been donated to the University's Center for Archival Collections.
The collection is the gift of long-time shipping
enthusiast Henry Barkhausen of Anna, 111. It includes more than 1,200 photographs of Great
Lakes sailing vessels and steam boats, freight and
passenger snips, dating mostly from 1870 to just
after the turn of the century, according to Wright.

Jerome selected for award
Dr. William T. Jerome III, who was the president of the University from 1963-70, has been
selected to receive the University's Alumni
Association Honorary Alumnus Award.
Jerome, a management professor at Florida International University, received his honor Friday
at the Holiday Inn.

Complete Service for Imported
and Small Domestic Cars

"AND THEN there are areas where
there is an interconnection," he said.
Ragusa gave some background on
student voice on campus by describing
a charter that was drawn up in the early '70's after the anti-war period allowing more student involvement.
His own interpretation of why the
charter "didn't fly" is that the faculty
"felt that the broad range in decision
making capability would in a sense
take away from the appropriate staff,
faculty and administration, the continuity, the perspective, the overall ex-

from page 1

perience with the functioning of the institution." He said the charter's major
problem was giving students a tremendous amount of decision making
capability."
The faculty "gets a little antsy"
when it gets into areas like tenure and
salary, he said, and that they trust colleagues more " because of their experiential base."
HE SAID if students are successful
in gaining a voice on faculty decisionmaking bodies, they may "get the cold
shoulder" from resentful members, or
these members may "make a spot" for
students' input. Students may experience a sense of inappropriateness
in serving on the committees.
"I think, generally a piece of paper is
not going to create either a beneficial
or adverse situation for you," Ragusa
said about the constituion as a whole.
A constitution adds definition,

creates restraints, and "makes you
follow a certain procedure," he said.
He said the document SGA is promoting is very specific and "it s a
question as to how it's implemented
and how it's acted out.
"THE PIECE of paper isn't going to
get you that far, but your credibility
will," he said.
"Writing a new constitution typically
represents from an historical viewpoint a revolutionary kind of act," he
said.
He questioned whether the University is presently in a situation where
there are a enough problems to call for
a new constitution.
If the new constitution does not meet
the approval of the student body and
the Board of Trustees, the dean of
students (Ragusa) will create a new
student government if SGA votes to
abolish themselves.

PINCHASZUKERMAN
VIOLIN
• October 1,1981 at 8:00 p.m.

KOBACKER HALL

Moore Musical Arts Center, B.G.S.U.
ZukermanTickels:$8 forSludems
Same Day Service
Often Available -Phone First

352-7031

1981-1982
FESTIVAL SERIES
Pinchas Zukerman Naihaniel Rosen
Jorge Bolei Ely Ameling
Charles Treger-Andre Walls
All Five Concerts: $28 for Students

SNOM H,IUH> a.\hJ-S:10 Ml
L''»M KflAMIK ROAD
60*11*0 w»ltw OHIO

•###

Kobacker Box Office Hours:
I0fl0a.m.-200p.m.
Monday ihru Friday
Phone:372-0171

r!4. Mil

Reagan «™p-1
The plan also included a $2billion reduction in the administration's plan for a defense
buildup, across-the-board cuts in
virtually all other government
programs, phasing out 75,000
federal jobs over three years,
abolishing the Departments of
Energy and Education and phasing out general revenue sharing.
BUT THE PRESIDENT and his
closest advisers went back to the
drawing board earlier this week
when the two top Republicans in
Congress, Senate GOP Leader
Howard Baker of Tennessee and
House Leader Bob Michel of Illinois, said defeat for the plan was
likely in Congress.
.Clip & Save-
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ALL - SPORTS PASS
EXCHANGE DATES
HOCKEY
OPPONENT
North Dakota
Michigan State
Lake Superior
Michigan State
Miami
Ferris State
Michigan
Ill-Chicago Circle
Ohio StateMichigan

EXCHANGE DATES
Oct. 12 & 13
Oct. 26 & 27
Nov. 9 & 10
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 8 8
Jan. 11 & 12
Jan. 25 & 26
Feb. 1 & 2
Feb. 8 & 9
Feb. 22 & 23

Wright State
Morehead State
Denison University
Tri-State
Wisconsin-Superior
Central Michigan
Kent State
Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
Eastern Michigan
Northern Illinois
Miami

BASKETBALL
Nov. 23 & 24
Nov. 30, Dec. 1
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Dec. 7 & 8
Jan. 4 & 5
Jan. 7 & 8
Jan. 14 & 15
Jan. 21 & 22
Jan. 28 & 29
Feb. 8& 9
Feb. 15 & 16
Feb. 22 & 23

PLAYING DATEIS)
Oct. 16 & 17
Oct. 30
Nov. 13 & 14
Dec. 5
Dec. 18 & 19
Jan. 15 & 16
Jan. 30
Feb. 5&6
Feb. 12 & 13
Feb. 26

Dec. 2
Dec. 5
Dec. 16
Dec.19
Dec.21
Jan. g
Jan.13
Jan.20
Jan.27
Feb. 3
Feb.13
Feb.20
Feb.27
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Succeed
in business,

it's a lot easier with a Texas Instruments calculator
designed to solve business problems."
Touch a few special keys on these Texas
Instruments calculators, the TI Business
Analyst-II''and The MBA ". and lengthy
time-value-of-money problems suddenly
arent lengthy anymore'.You can automatically calculate profit
margins, forecast

sales and earnings and peifoitn statistics.
And problems with repetitive calculations
are a piece of cake for the MBA. because it's
programmable.
These calculators mean business, and what
they give you is time-time to grasp underlying
business concepts, while they handle the number crunching. To make it even easier, each
calculator comes with a book written especially
for it, which shows you how to make use of the
calculator's full potential.
The Business Analyst-II and MBA business
calculators from Texas Instruments.Two
ways to run a successful business major, without running yourself ragged.

TEXAS INSTRUMENTS

FALL
fc0l FESTIVAL
1 trflllfll
&

Q

^^k \
SAT. .SEPT. 26th-3:00 p.m.
/ ifc ^f
^5fL\
SUN., SEPT. 27th-NOON
/^^f
C^tv\
CLOUGHAND
/#^*
\^A N.
SUMMIT
/ VD

DINNERS include salad bar, drink, and dessert. $4.25 adults, $3.00 children
Saturday: 4 - 8 p.m. Barbeque Chicken by Merle Schaffer
Sunday: Noon - 6 p.m. Homemade Noodles and Beef
with this coupon

FREE
glass of

POP

under the tent
atSt.AI's

FALL FESTIVAL
Limit one per person

INTERNATIONAL HOMEMADE
FOOD BOOTHS
GAMES FOR ALLKIDS, CARDS. ELECTRONIC
COUNTRY STORE CRAFTS
GOLD RUSH RAFFLE
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Laundromats provide services
for students' different tastes
by Kathleen Kosher
News staff reporter

Washing one's laundry can be
an investment, a gamble, or a
nightmare.
Those devilish slot machines of
suds will sometimes produce
windfall profits and other times
they spit out loose rags that can
turn a trip to the local laundromat
into an economic fiasco.
Deciding where to shoot your
change can be a big decision.
BOWLING GREEN has several
public landromats that offer different services with varying
prices.
Rose Clements, manager of
Kirk's Coin Laundry, 709 S. Main
St., said she works to keep Kirk's
clean and fun. She said there is
plenty of hot water for the 39
washers that run 24 hours a day at
a cost of 70 cents, $1 and $1.50.
Drying costs run 25 cents for 15
minutes or 10 cents for 5 minutes.

Banking

Clements said she sponsors a
pumpkin contest at Halloween,
gives coffee and cookies to
customers at Christmas and gives
away a turkey at Thanksgiving to
keep washers coming back.
Fout's Coin-O-Matic Laundry,
located at 525 E. Wooster St., offers drv cleaningservices as well
as "fluff dry service."
OWNER Mirriam Fouts said
some students who may have an
aversion for doing laundry might
be interested in the fluff service.
For 60 cents a pound, Fouts will
wash, dry and fold regular laundry in one day.
The 20 washers available at
Fouts cost 75 cents a load and drying is 10 cents for 5 minutes.
Chris Nietz, owner of Quick
Clean Laundry, 1420 E. Wooster
St., said her 42 washers cost 50
cents a load and drying is 25 cents.
Although the laundromat is open
24 hours a day, an attendant is on

Reagan lays
down framework
UNITED NATIONS (AP)
— President Ronald Reagan
has sent Soviet President
Leonid Brezhnev a letter denouncing an "unremitting and
comprehensive"
military
buildup by the Soviets, but expressing a willingness to
'establish a framework of
mutual respect" with Moscow.
The letter was sent Monday
and delivered today, on the eve
of wide-ranging discussions
between Secretary of State
Alexander M. Haig Jr. and
Soviet Foreign Minister Andrei
Gromyko.
While the text of the letter
was not released, Dean
Fischer, a State Department
spokesman, did provide
reporters with a lengthy statement he said was based on the
letter.
It quoted Reagan as saying
the United States is "hopeful
we can succeed in establishing
a framework of mutual respect
for each others' interests

duty from 7:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. to
answer questions and keep the
place clean.
There are game machines
available for the bored washer
and Quick Clean offers dry cleaing services.
Brian Fite, an attendant at
Leimgruber's Wash House, 256 N.
Main St., said his laundromat offers drop-off service.
Students can drop off their laundry and get it washed, dried and
folded for a bulk rate of 35 cents a
pound.
FITE said Leimgruber's is one
of the more inexpensive laundromats in town at 50, 60, and 85
cents for washers and 10 cents for
seven and a half minutes of drying.
Leimgruber's also offers a cutrate dry cleaning service that
does not include some fringe
benefits such as pressing. The
bulk rate for their dry cleaning
service is eight pounds for $5.50.
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Northwest Ohio Bank has NOW
(Negotiable Order Withdrawal)
accounts which can be opened
with any amount.
THREE LOCAL savings & loan
associations feature NOW accounts. First Federl Savings &
Loan Association of Wood County,

located at 124 E. Court St., offers
5'.i percent interest compounded
daily for both NOW and savings
accounts, according to Herb
Kratzer, executive vicepresident.
State Home Saving Association
requires $50 to open a NOW ac-

count, according to Peggy Hamman, savings counselor. If a
$1,500 balance is maintained in a
savings account or a certificate of
deposit, there is no minimum
balance requirement for the NOW
account and no service charge.
DIAMOND Savings and Loan

Co., located at 735 S. Main St. offers customers free NOW accounts. According to branch
manager Kevin Moyer, Diamond
Savings and Loan requires no
minimum balance for a NOW account, there is no monthly service

charge and no excess usage fees.
Moyer said the only requirement
is that customers buy their
checks. Moyer said the least expensive checks run $5.04 for 200.
NOW accounts draw 5.5 percent
interest compounded continuous-

Subs
The Word
The word at Pltonellos it hot
•ubmorlne sandwiches."
"All subs mod* to order."
A nb ecver had H M |*sd.

SUZAMMS'S
WOOSTER WINE CARRY-OUT

425 E. Wooster 352-8723
LARGE SELECTION OF BEERS & WINES

SAVE OH RETURNABLE BEER BOTTLES
MS N. Main towKae Oreea — M2-1IM
FREE DELIVERY *2 35 minimum

iy, wnich is the highest form of interest Moyer said
Moyer said there is no
minimum balance requirement to
open a savings and no requirement on the number of
withdrawals.

Open 'til 1:00 a.m. Every Night
except Sundays

Bolts of Color
a new and unique concept in
decorating for the dorm or apartment...
• Straight, stretched, and
trapuntoed wallhangings.
A sports, abstract, oriental,
and burlap line.
• "French Collection" of
fabrics from franee.
• Dutch wax batiks from
Holland.
• Tablecloths, pillows, and
lampshades.
StoriHePkna
5700 Monroe St.
Sylvonia, OH.
Mon. 10-9
Tues.-Sat. 10-5

-presents-

The Black Swamp Boys
Friday, Sept. 25 Saturday, Sept. 26
9:30-1:00a.m.
GOOD OLE FOOT-STOMPING,
TOETAPPIN, KNEE- SLAPPIN,

1-885-1761
Service, Sorority, and Fraternity groups

welcome

PICKIN N' GRINNIN BLUE GRASS!
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$1 Cover Charge

State Street at Wooster 353-8735

THE WORLD'S LARGEST
SOCIAL FRATERNITY

SOMETHING
NEW
MILITARY SCIENCE 101
In Military Science 101 you will be introduced to the many aspects of your Army. While
you learn the basics of being an Army Officer you will have the opportunity to participate in adventure training such as rappeling and marksmanship. At the same time
you will be introduced to the fundamentals
of leadership and management. Military
Science 101 is a two credit hour class of
possible interest to all students (there is no|
military obligation).

l

TAU KAPPA EPSILON
jumping off
a mountain.
Ruppvllin|>...descending a precipice by
rope .in*) the M-al of your panb. It's the
fastest wa> down. Except for free fall.
RappellinK » one part of a challenging
academic and extracurricular program
offend in ArmvROTC.

Our classes will fit your schedule.

ADD MILITARY SCIENCE 101
TO YOUR SCHEDULE

ARMY ROTC
LEARN WHAT
IT TAKES TO LEAD.
Or call Jim Coomicr, 2-2476 for further information.
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SALON OF
THE FUTURE
Creating the total beauty environment
where women and men can get their hair,
nails, skin, makeup and fashion Individually coordinated to suit their 'look.'

Offers you:

• FRIENDSHIP
• SCHOLARSHIP
• LEADERSHIP
WE'RE NOT THE BEST BECAUSE
WERE THE BIGGEST.

"Our designers have been taught by the professionals
(rom the Redken lab In California in skin care,
cosmetics, fashion and nail care," according to Carol
Hahler.

WE'RE THE BIGGEST BECAUSE
WE'RE THE BEST.

RUSH
TUES. & THURS. 7:309:30

TOTAL BEAUTY ENVIRONMENT
IN ONE CONVENIENT LOCATION:
Watch For Our New Location:
181 (B) S. Main, Bowling Green

-WOMEN & MEN—
HaifSkin Care* Nails
Makeup»Fashion

123 E. Court St.

Ph. 352-4101
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In fall, crime rate jumps as population rises
by Dav. Whitman
Nawa stall raportar

With the inciease of student
population every fall comes a
jump in the incidence of crime,
William Bess, director of Campus
Safety and Security, said.
"On-campus crime increases
three times when the students get
here," Bess said. "September,
typically, is not a heavy month; it
takes the criminals a while to get
on top of things, plus we start
school late in the month. Criminal
activity is increasingly heavy during October, November and just
before Christmas."
Bess said there is a fall season
increase in every type of crime,
including petty and grand theft,
burglary, and vandalism.
BIKE thefts are by far our biggest problem," Bess said. "Meal
coupons are a popular item, too."
There is an increase in the
number of assault, rape, and

disorderly conduct cases as well,
Bess said.
"I would say our incidence rate
in crimes like rape are lower than
in urban settings or at other
universities," Bess said. "That's
still not good enough. We don't
want any. We are not going to
tolerate that kind of behavior
here." .
BOWLING Green Chief of
Police Galen Ash said the number
of crimes committed off-campus
also rises when students begin to
arrive in the fall.
"The number of thefts picks up
dramatically," he said. We also
have a real problem with drunk
and disorderlies, loud parties, littering and vandalism.'
Much of the off-campus crime
occurs in apartment complexes
occupied by students.
"It's a very transient population," Ash said. "You don t get a
chance to get to know your
neighbor. Somebody is always
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moving in and out, carrying their
stuff around."
THEFTS in dorms are often the
result of a student leaving his or
her door open or unlocked while
away for a short time while using
the bathroom, Bess said.
"Someone comes along, Finds
the door unlocked, goes in and just
walks off with stuff," he said.
Both Ash and Bess said most of
the offenses that occur in Bowling
Green are what they called
crimes of opportunity.
"In order to have a crime committed you must have two
things," Bess explained. "You
have to have a person who wants
to commit a crime and you have
to have an opportunity for that
person to commit the crime.
SOME of Bess's recommendations to help reduce the opportunity for crime include: Lock property securely when leaving it;
lock bikes to a bike rack so they
cannot be carried off; lock bikes

with a cable at least % of an inch
thick; license your bike, engrave
it with your social security
number and record the serial
numbers of all valuable items;
report any suspicious activity to
campus security or the police.
Although personal attacks are

infrequent in Bowling Green, it is
wise to take the following precautions: do not hitch-hike; don't
walk alone in deserted places or
after dark; do not leave yourself
alone, drunk or stoned with people
whom you don't know or trust;
don't wear clothing which may

restrict your ability to run away
or strike out.
If you are attacked: Yell loudly; use your wits to discourage
your attacker; watch for an opportunity to escape; give up your
money rather than risk injury;
call the police immediately.

Open container violation costs
It is "absolutely a violation of
campus rules and state law" to
carry an open container of
alcoholic beverages on campus or
in any other public place, William
Bess, director of Campus Safety
and Security, said.
Carrying an open container is a
misdemeanor, Bess said, and carries a fine of up to $100.
"Public places include
sidewalks, the campus, buildings
and hallways," Bess said. "You
can have an open can of beer in
your room. No oroblem there.

Just don't take it with you into the
hall."
THE ONLY exception to the
rule is if the hall, room or building
has been designated as a party
area and has been issued an Fpermit, Bess added.
"My problem is really not with
alcohol, but with its abuse," Bess
said. "Alcohol abuse often leads
to other things like vandalism,
vehicle damage and other
crimes."
Bess said a large number of the
crimes committed on campus are

related in some way to alcohol
abuse, including disorderly conduct, criminal mischief, and
menacing behavior.
"WE'LL be watching for violations of the open container laws,"
said Galen Ash, Bowling Green
chief of police. "Of course, I have
nothing against people drinkine.
As long as they behave.
Ash said he has a problem not
only with alcohol-related disturbances but with "what happens to
the containers after they re empty." Littering is a constant source
of complaint,
tiplaint, he
r said.

MEG CHRISTIAN

*

IN CONCERT WITH DIANE LINDSAY
WEDNESDAY

SEPT. 30 GRAND BALLROOM - UNION

7:30 P.M.

SPONSORED BY WOMEN FOR WOMEN
TICKETS AVAILABLE AT
DOOR AND IN ADVANCE

»
*
»

$3. STUDENTS & LOW INCOME
$5. GENERAL
$7. CONTRIBUTING

RESERVATIONS FOR CHILD CARE
MUST BE MADE IN ADVANCE
»
'
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FOR TICKETS AND CHILD CARE
PHONE 372-2281
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Who's Who

Robert Ludwig
William Spengler
J. Warren Hall
Ann. RUSMII

372-2211

Interim President:
Michael Ferrari
372-2211

Acting Provost:

Vice-president,
Operations:

Executive Vice- president,
trustee secretary:

John Eriksen
George Postich
372-2915

Vice-president,
development and
alumni affairs:

Richard Edwards
372-2211

position eliminated

Office of public relations:

Athletics:

372-2205

I
Support Services:
Inghram Milliron
372-0114
Roland Engler
372-2511

Clifton Boutelle
372-2616

Richard Stonat
372-2129
Richard Rehmer
372 2225

James Lessig
372-2401

Bursar:
Joseph Martini
372-0114

Associate provost:

Ramona Cormier
372-2915

Placement services:

James Galloway

Executive vice provost,
planning and bugeting:
Richard Eakin
3722917

Health s^vices:

position not yet filled

Vic. provost,
educational
development:
Chiles Means
372-0359

Student Recreation
Onter:
T.rryW. Parsons
372-2711

Vice provost,
continuing education,
regional
and summer programs:
RonMarso

Deans

Associate
vice-president,
legal staff and
contract relations:

2Z2J212
Graduate College:
Gary Heberlein
372-2791

Arts and Sciences:
Gary Hess (acting)
372-2015

Education:
Sandra Packer
372-0151

Business Administration:
KarlVogt
372-2747

Health and
Community Services:
Mary Miles
372-0242
Musical Arts:
Kenn«h Wendnch
372-2181

I

1

Board of Trustees M. Shad Hanna
Frazwr Reams Jr.
Mel Murray
Charles Shanklin
Albert Dyckes

*
«
«*

Equal opportunity
compliance:
Beverly Mullins
3724)495
University Libraries
and Learning Resources:
Dwight Burlingame

372-2856
Rrelands Campus:
Algalee Adams

1-433-5560
Dean of Students:
Donald Rag usa

372-2147

Admissions:

John Martin
372-2086
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Sports.
1 Outburst:

Tennis tantrums release pros' tensions
by Tracy Collins
News Staff reporter

John McEnroe

photo by Trgcy Collins

John McEnroe recently won his
third consecutive U.S. Open
singles championship over Bjorn
Borg in what was apparently
another triumph of evil over good
in men's tennis.
With the extended television
coverage of the Open, the public's
eyes were once again opened to
(and their ears once again burned
by) the athletes who have commonly been referred to as "tennis'
bad boys" — McEnroe, Jimmy
Connors, Hie Nastase and Vitas
Gerulaitus.
The most infamous player to
fall under public scrutiny is
McEnroe. The top-ranked player
in both singles and doubles, he has
been labeled as "superbrat" and
the "champ you love to hate" by
the world's press. These accusations are not entirely unwarranted, as anyone who has seen
McEnroe play can attest.
McEnroe's outbursts shocked
the stately British at Wimbledon
and caused him to be the first
champion in the 104-year history
of the tournament not to be named
an honorary member of the allEngland Club. Even his
hometown fans disapproved of his
actions in the U.S. Open.
The root of McEnroe's on-court
torment seems to be his perfectionism.
"SOMETIMES YOU HIT winners that you know you could have
hit better, or you may mis-hit a
ball that goes for a winner, and
that can be frustrating,"
McEnroe said at last August's
Association of Tennis Professionals' Championships in Cincinnati. "The true goal of every tennis player is to hit every ball
perfectly. I know it sounds impossible, but you can't really be
satisfied until you do."

The reaction of the crowd depends
largely upon the severity of
McEnroe's antics.
At Wimbledon, McEnroe was
missing a great number of first
serves when he let loose with his
"you are a disgrace to the human
race" outburst which led to a
hearty round of boos from the fans
and a penalty point from the umpire. McEnroe argued that he was
talking to himself, but after
earlier calling another umpire
"Mr. Incompetent," he may have
been hard to believe.
A week later during Davis Cup
competition, McEnroe let loose
with a far less severe scolding
after missing a drop shot against
Czech Tomas Smid. This time the
fans actually laughed and applauded.
"I NEVER USUALLY argue
unless I am absolutely sure that
the linesman made a mistake," he
said. "I may occasionally be
wrong, but most of the bad calls
are obvious, not only to me but to
the fans also. Unfortunately, they
aren't always obvious to the officials."
Jimmy Connors is a different
story. Connors has a vision of how
a tennis match should be conducted, and that is a vision of
smoothness.
When Connors is not allowed to
get a smooth rhythm in his match,
it begins to irritate him. It doesn't
have to be the fault of anyone in
particular, but that won t keep
Connors from exploding at virtually anyone.
In the past, when Connors blew
up on court he had a tendency to
hit the ball harder. The "new"
Connors does not like to get angry
like the brash youngster did and
thus can no longer use his temper
to his advantage.
At the French Open last May,
Connors felt that he was cheated
by a linesman, costing him the

fourth set of his match against
Jose-Luis Clerc of Argentina. The
Connors of old would have punished Clerc in the fifth set, but the
new Connors was so angry that he
proceeded to be blown out of the
set by a 6-0 score.
"I THINK I WAS as surprised
as anyone else that I lost like that
in the fifth," Connors was quoted
as saying. "I am usually able to
use those situations to my advantage, but things just seemed to fall
apart that day."
The same problem seemed to
plague Connors in his semifinal
match against Borg in the U.S.
Open. From the outset, Connors
was at odds with the chair umpire. Also from the outset, Connors was out of the match.
"I really don't mind playing if
things run smoothly," Connors
said at the ATP matches. "But
when officials of the tournament
can't keep things under control
and allow the players to play continuously, then it doesn't allow us
to play as well as we can."
Gerulaitus comes from another
school of anger. He shows most of
his anger when he feels he is being
cheated by officials.
Gerulaitus raised a few
eyebrows, including those of CBS
officials, during the U.S. Open
semifinals against McEnroe. CBS
made the mistake of keeping their
microphones on while Gerulaitus
argued a line call at match point.
"WHEN THE LINE calls are all
against you, then it's like playing
17 people out there," he said. "It's
bad enough sometimes when you
can't beat just one guy, but when
you have to fight 16 linespeople
and one umpire at the same time,
it just isn't fair."
There are certain situations
Gerulaitus definitely terms as unfair. One is the calling of foot
faults. During a fourth-round
match at the U.S. Open,

Gerulaitus received a warning for
hitting a tennis ball at a line judge
for calling a foot fault against him
in a critical point.
Gerulaitus also has been known
to lose his control when bad calls
go against him during a deciding
set. That was the situation against
McEnroe, and it wasn't the first
time it has happened to him this
year.
"I played a guy named Denton. .., and he had about 12 bad
calls go against him in the first
two sets," Gerulaitus said. "Then
all of the sudden, I get about 10
bad calls against me in the
deciding set, and that takes the
match right out of my hands.
"THE LINESPEOPLE say that
this sort of thing evens out, but I
don't think that's true. It may
happen an even number of times
to each player, but it doesn't even
out at the critical points. Tell a
player who loses 10 grand in the
semifinals of, say, Flushing
Meadows, because of a few bad
calls that it evens out."
Finally, there is the man who
would probably qualify as the
master of the bad boys, Hie
Nastase. Nastase's outbursts tend
to be centered around having fun
on the tennis court.
Nastase tries to break the tension of a match by yelling at
linesmen and people in the audience, often jokingly, he says.
From that point, how "nasty" he
gets depends on the reactions of
the crowd.
When a tennis crowd becomes
ugly toward Nastase, he becomes
ugly. Only the New York crowds
seem to be able to get uglier than
Nastase, and that explains why he
has almost caused two riots during the U.S. Open. One nearly happened at Forrest Hills in 1976 in a
match against West Germany's
Hans Pohmann.

go
Kaczor running 'better than ever' toward MAC meet Browns
with White

coach Sid Sink said that there
was an obvious competitive
spirit between the two athletes.
For many University students, But instead of being detrimental,
being "on the run" is a common the competition drove both Kacexpression used to describe a zor and Eaton to improve.
person always on the move.
However, for Bowling Green "THEY NEVER DID really
junior Kathy Kaczor, the expres- get along; they just liked to beat
sion carries a literal meaning.
each other," Sink said. "When
Stephanie left, it kind of lifted
The 20 year-old Perrysburg something from her (Kaczor). I
native is in her third season as don't know if I've seen a real
one of the top runners for BG's change in her. She's always been
women's cross country team. a quiet person and leads by doKaczor's running does not stop ing. Without Stephanie here,
there, though. After finishing Kathy knows she's gotta be a top
the cross country season, Kaczor runner."
dons her track uniform to "Kathy doesn't have a lot of
prepare for both the indoor and speed, but when you get into the
outdoor women's track season.
middle part of the race, she's
Since arriving at BG in the fall always pushing herself," Sink
of 1979, Kaczor has played a continued. "One of the things
significant role in the Falcons' I'm hoping for is that she makes
rise to the top of the Mid- it through the whole year without
American Conference, being the an injury."
Falcons' number-three runner Perhaps, the biggest challenge
during her first two seasons and Kaczor has had to face this
thus far, the number two runner season has come from freshman
this year.
teammate JoAnn Lanciaux.
"RUNNING, FOR ME. has Lanciaux, a native of Fremont,
been a way to meet people and Mich., has been the Falcons' top
help me stay in shape," Kaczor runner so far this year, placing
said. "When I was younger, I first for the Falcons in their first
would run around the block with two meets of the season.
my brother Steve, and he would Despite being kidded by her
always yell for me to keep up friends for placing behind a
with him. After a while, he saw freshman, Kaczor retains her
that I was getting pretty good sense of humor and offered
and started encouraging me to nothing but praise for the promising freshman.
keep on with my running.
Kaczor was a standout runner "I knew before JoAnn came
at Perrysburg High School and here that she was an outstanding
upon graduating, received an runner," Kaczor said. "She had
athletic scholarship to attend much better times than I did in
BG. Among her rivals in high high school and it's really nice to
school was former BG standout have someone with her ability on
Stephanie Eaton of Swanton, the team. We've become good
who transferred to the Universi- friends. She is always asking me
for advice about some of the
ty of Florida last June.
"I used to beat her (Eaton) a courses that we run on away
lot when I was in high school, but from home, since I've run on
she progressed a lot more once most of the courses before."
she came to college," Kaczor
said. "I guess our rivalry con- KACZOR SAID she has been
tinued in college also, because satisfied with her performance
we always tried to beat each so far this season, especially
other here since we were rivals since being slowed last year
in high school. But we helped because of numerous injuries.
each other out a lot too, since we Kaczor missed two dual meets
were both on the same team."
last season because of a stress
BG women's cross country fracture in her shin bone and
by Chuck Krumel
News staff reporter

and Dixon
BEREA (AP) — Two new faces
are in the Cleveland Browns' starting lineup as the team prepares
for Sunday's game against Atlanta — Charles White and Hanford
Dixon.
White, who takes over at running back for Greg Pruitt, was a
first-round draft choice in 1980.
Dixon, who replaces Lawrence
Johnson at right cornerback, was
a first-round pick this year.
But, although they have been
bumped from the starting line,
Pruitt and Johnson have not fallen
from favor, Coach Sam
Rutiglianosaid.
"Greg is more of a role player,
and we have a lot of plans for
him," Rutigliano said. "And
Lawrence is going to be a very
good cornerback in this league.
"But simply, it's time for White
and Dixon to play, and the more
they do, the better they're going to
be. '

Booters tie...
Bowling Green's men's soccer
team battled to a 2-2 tie last night
with Ohio Wesleyan in double
overtime. Neil Ridgway scored
BG's first goal off OWU since 1978
with a first-half penalty kick. Bob
Theophilus added another goal in
the second half, with an assist
coming from Bart Market. The tie
evens BG's series with OWU at 44-4, and gives the Falcons a 4-0-1
mark entering this weekend's
Parents' Day contest with Miami
at Mickey Cochrane Field.

•tad photo by Dun Koepltor
BG's Kafhy Kaczor takes a breather during yesterday's workout on Robert Whittaker Track.
The Perrysburg junior haa placed second In both BG cross country meets to date.

also suffered -an ankle injury
during last year's Kentucky Invitational.
This season, Kaczor said she is
running better than ever before
and added that one of her goals is

to place high in the MAC Cham- tionals," Kaczor said. "I always
pionships, October 24, in Toledo. seem to get nervous before the
"I would like to at least place big meets and don't perform as
in the top five at the MAC Cham- well as I should. But I hope to
Cionship meet this year and overcome that and run a good
opefully, make it to the na- race."

... spikers lose
Bowling Green's women's
volleyball team dropped its
season opener against Miami last
night, at Oxford. The Falcons lost
in straight games, 15-1, 15-6, and
15-4. B« falls to o-l in the MidAmerican Conference. The
Falcons travel to Ann Arbor,
Saturday, for the Michigan Invitational.
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Living/Arts
Local restaurants
catering to please
by Scott Slack
News statl reporter

vide mellow music to dine and
dance by.

It's been meal after meal at the
cafeteria and countless fast food
chains. Your taste buds are craving for something new, something
different, something with a little
class.
Restaurants in Bowling Green
ranging from paper placemats to
linen tablecloths provide a variety
of foods to please anyone's taste.

DINNER is served at the Stable
from 5 to 10 p.m. and lunch hours
are from 11:30 a.m. to 3 p.m.
The Polynesian Village, 134 W.
Wooster St., offers students an
oriental atmosphere and menu,
and the meals can be eaten with
chopsticks.

The Parrot and the Peacock, 104
S. Main St., offers a variety of
foods and a quiet, intimate atmosphere.
Specialties at the Parrot and the
Peacock are California dishes,
such as Huevos California, a
western omelette with
guacomole, and a chicken
mushroom crepe. The restaurant
will be offering a new winter
menu beginning this week.

"Kids are enjoying using
chopsticks," Villimar Cruz, cook
at the restaurant and wife of the
owner, said.
"They've been
laughing and laughing. '
"My cooking has no recipe,"
she said. "It's allin my head.

THE AMANV, 188 S. Main St.,
offers Greek, Lebanese and
American food with a small dining area and carry-out service.
One of the most popular dishes
in the restaurant is Falafel, which
is a vegetable as " good as a meatball," Khaled Aburajaba, chef at
THERE IS also a wide variety the restaurant, said. The Falafel
of vegetables such as zucchini, is deep fried and low in calories.
cauliflower and a vegetarian
It's just like the Big Mac," he
plate.
The kitchen is open from 11a.m. said.
Wednesday is student day at the
to 11 p.m. and the bar is open until
Amany, and a special meal inla.m.
cludes a salad, meal, Falafel and
Sundance, 110 N. Main St., a beverage.
specializes in potato skins,
There are daily specials and
margaritas and quiches, and it also free samples for those peralso offers a wide variety of Mex- sons who are afraid to try the
ican food.
food.
Jim Lindholm, the manager of
Sundance, said persons in a hurry
can get a quick meal, and those
THIS WEEK is freshman week
who would rather relax will not at the Amany and all food is 20
feel rushed in its casual at- percent off.
mosphere.
The restaurant is open from 11
a.m. to 11 p.m. every day except
KAUFMAN'S. 163 S. Main St., is Sunday.
the oldest restaurant in Bowling
Submarine sandwiches are a
Green. A unique part of its menu specialty of Sam B's, 107 E.
is the German dishes, such as Wooster St. It was one of the first
weiner schnitzel, knackwurst and restaurants in town to have subs,
Karin Hubert, a manager at the
sauerkraut.
Kaufman's offers elegant din- restaurant, said.
ing from 11 a.m. to 12 a.m., and
drinks are served at the bar until
Sam B's also serves Italian and
American food, as well as
2:30a.m.
homemade soups and breads, in a
The Stable, a fine restaurant sociable atmosphere.
"Our homemade breads are
in the Holiday Inn, serves specialty drinks such as pina coladas and made from scratch every day in
strawberry daquiris, and also the premises," Hubert said.
variety of wines by the glass.
There is a chicken buffet every
RESTAURANT also offers
Sunday from 11:30 a.m. to 6 p.m. a THE
wine selection, with over
and luncheon specials are served 800large
wines from 22 countries.
daily. There are a few luncheon
There is occasionally live enterspecialities, such as "Charlie Hot
on the weekends.
Brown" which consists of turkey, tainment
Sam B's is open from 11 a.m. to
bacon, mushrooms and cheese
midnight, and the bar closes at 2
sauce.
a.m. Dinners are served from 5
The Stable soon will have a sup- p.m. to 10 p.m.
Persons wanting food like mom
per club on Friday and Saturday
nights, where a live band will pro- makes can find home cooked

•tall photo by Dal* Omorl

Parrot and the Peacock's bartender, Rich Ryan a senior interpersonal communications major, wipes out glasses after the lunchtlme rush.

continued on pag* 9

Kaufman's serves historical flavor
by Kathleen Koshar
News staff reporter

When Stan Kaufman bought a
one-room saloon on Main St. in
1951, he started a success story
that has blossomed into a sevenroom empire.
The saloon was called Unkart's
and it was one of several
establishments in Bowling Green
that served alcohol. There were
no businesses that combined
alcohol and food or strived to
maintain a fine dining atmosphere. Kaufman recognized
that void.
He and his wife hired two cooks
who specialized in home cooked
lunches and steak dinners.
"My wife and I worked seven
days a week," Kaufman said.
"Sundays we used for cleaning.
We worked 12 to 13 hours a day."

• tall photo by Dal* Omorl

Out to lunch
Doreen Tishler, a waitress at the Parrot and the Peacock Restaurant and a Junior accounting major
at the University, takes Lorie Todd's, sophmore psychology major and Qayle Hummel's, sophmore
accounting major, lunchtlme orders.

ALTHOUGH Kaufman's is a
popular restaurant with University faculty as well as students and
local businessmen today, Kaufman said few faculty members
would enter a local business that
served alcohol in the 50's.
"Bowling Green was a real
challenge because alcoholic
beverages were frowned upon. It
was an era with a University
president that was fanatical about
alcoholic beverages," he said.

"But as people found out about
my food, I started attracting all
the faculty members."
That fanatical president was
Dr. Ralph McDonald, Kaufman
explained, but when Dr. William
Jerome became president of the
University in 1963, he became a
regular patron of Kaufman's.
Kaufman's has been a popular
eatery of students over the years,
even when alcohol was considered
a taboo. Kaufman said they
patronized the Tap Room more
often because of the faster service, slightly lower prices and the
bar atmosphere. He said the
seafood buffet is popular with
couples.
THE ORIGINAL Tap Room
seated 80 customers but with extensive expansions it will seat 475
people.
Tne Barborosa room, which
was opened in 1974, offers the
finest in dining facilities, Kaufman said, adding that this room is
his favorite. Everything in the
room, including the bar is made
from authentic bam siding.
The Rhine room is a banquet
room located upstairs and opened
in 1970. Kaufman said his grandparents are from Germany and
each room is named after
something from that country,
such as a town or river. Also

located upstairs is the Reisling
room which can be used for parties or a holding room for patrons
who are waiting for a dining table
downstairs.
The Bavarian Room, a bar
room, and the Bismarck Lounge,
the main dining room, were opened at the same time. The newest
addition, opened last June, is the
Regan Room which is used for
parties.
KAUFMAN SAID he tries to
keep a colonial, rustic look about
the restaurant. His favorite
decorating color is red because it
is a soothing, comfortable color
that will relax diners and enable
them to digest their meals better.
As Kaufman's business grew
and each dining room became
crowded, Kaufman said he would
decide to expand. But the expansions worried him because he was
not sure the investment would be
successful. As business picked up
in each expansion, Kaufman
realized his hard work was paying
off.
After 30 years in the food
business, Kaufman said he has
noticed some changes in
customers. "A diner today is
much 'more sophisticated.
They're geared to different kinds
of food."
continued on pag* 9
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Meal coupons afford students dining delights
by Marl* CI«terlno
Ntws staff reporter

You're tired of waiting in line
for Mama Janes and Big Freds
and you've only been in school a
week. Cafeteria food syndrome
has your appetite and stomach doing tail spins. But there are alternatives to the daily stretchers.
Several residence halls have
special dining facilities catering
to students and the majority of
these restaurants accept student
meal coupons or cash. No tipping
is required where only coupons
are accepted.
The Towers Inn, located adjacent to McDonald West dining hall
offers candlelight and a quiet atmosphere.
Daily dinner specials such as
center, cut pork chops, shish
kabob, veal parmesan and
chicken breast steak include a
choice of vegetable or potato, rolls
and salad bar. The Towers also offers a number of entrees, appetizers and a salad bar.
PRICES RANGE anywhere
from $5 for spaghetti and meatballs to $10.75 for the roast ribs of
beef au jus.
Billed as the finishing touch,
Towers' guests can choose from a
variety of desserts.
Hot fudge and strawberry ice
cream cake, banana splits and
parfaits like creme de menthe,
double fudge and fruit royale
made with chilled peach slices,
vanilla and strawberry ice cream
and frozen strawberries are

pancakes and waffles to almost
$10 for the steak.
The Strawberry Patch will open
on Oct. 10 with hours from 10 a.m.
to 2 p.m. and 4 to 6 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.
Dining For a Small Planet is a
big name for a quaint restaurant
located in the Pheasant room on
the second floor of the University
Union.
Not to be confused with the
Pheasant Room, Dining for a
Small Planet operates on different hours and with a separate
menu selection and accepts meal
coupons. The Pheasant Room
Restaurant does not accept student meal coupons during its
business hours.

available as well as smaller sundaes.
Scheduled to open for business
on Tuesday, Sept.28, the Tower's
Inn dining hours will be 4:15 to 6
p.m. Monday through Friday.
CENTERED in Harshman
Quadrangle, the Strawberry
Patch offers a complete menu and
also accepts meal coupons.
Business hours are only on Saturday and Sunday, however.
Seven varities of waffles are
served including anything from
traditional plain with syrup to
pecan, blueberry, apple compote,
strawberry and peach.
Also on the menu are
strawberry, french lemon, apple,
cherry and blueberry crepesalong
with batter dipped french toast,
various breakfast meats, juices
and fresh fruits.
Pancake favorites include
Polynesian delight-buttermilk
pancakes with fresh banana
slices, topped with a pineapple,
coconut, mandarin orange and
maraschino cherry orange sauce;
chocolate chip-with melted nuggets of rich chocolate topped with
ice cream, hot chocolate sauce
and whipped cream and the peach
roll-up-nfled with sweet Georgia
peaches and topped with hot
peach sauce and toasted pecans.
Dinner also is offered later in
the day featuring omelettes,
chicken dishes, ham and eggs,
strip steak and salads.

The Pheasant Room on the second floor of the University Union
is already open for lunch and dinner business.
Meals must be paid for in cash

KING CRAB Legs with lemon
butter including deluxe salad bar
and broccoli spears was one of
last year's daily specials. There
are different specials every night
and a prime rib buffet every Sunday.
Tuesday through Thursday are
vegetarian nights highlighted by a
greenery menu of chef, spinach
and vegetable salads and fresh
fruit plates served with frozen
yogurt.
Hot or cold vegetarian subs,
several types of bagels and pita
breads sandwiches are also on the
menu..
Dining for a Small Planet opens
for business on Sept. 29. Hours
will be4:30 p.m. to6:30 p.m. Tuesday through Thursday and 12 to 2
PRICES RANGE from $2 for p.m. on Sunday.

_

...

staff phofo by Dale Omori

One of tha many on-campus restaurants is the Pheasant Room located on the second floor of the University Union.
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Dine in Or Take Out
■ Orders Ready in 20 Minutes
•Famous Original Thin Crust
• Great Sicilian Topper™ • salad Bar
• Sandwiches • Beverages

and tipping is required. There is a fish.
95 cent minimum,
'Hours are 11 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Numerous kinds of sandwiches and 4:15 to 6:30 p.m. Monday
are on the menu including through Friday. Sunday hours are
reubens, ground beef patties and from noon to 2 p.m.

PLzzainnl \

»SJ>0. •tJOOmr •UOO 90. Buy if., Original
Thin r.ni« oriSicilian Topper piui. and get H 00 off t
giant. 12 00 off a large or $1 OO off a medium sue pizza
Present this coupon with guest check Not valid with any
other offer
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Thursday, September 24
Tuesday, September 29
Thursday, October 1
Tuesday, October 6

Pizza inn..,
352-4657

Pizza inn
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EVERY THURSDAY IS

COLLEGE I.D.
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your I.D.,
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ENTERTAINER

;

Mobile Music Systems

<

big band • disco • polkas • rock
oldies • square dance • jazz • etc.

<

Wedding Receptions. Dances.
'ties. Class Reunions,
Corporate Parlies, or
other event
Ask for Danny

(419) 865-0347 days

Brookdale Stables

BOWLING GREEN. Otjjp 43403

' JOHN Q STUDENT

417 02 7970 njfjo

655-2193

*Ur#0*iItO HGMAfUHf
VAUO OMLV WITH CURRENT (KlARTfN VALIDATION

A Place

To Hove Together

fbrnr Hood.
Rnad. Toledo.
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Ohh 4.*il4
3X7-MX
1532 Sou* Bym*
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Get ill Free
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...SPECIALS AT THE BAR ALL EVENING...SPECIALS...SPECIALS-SPECIALS..
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Public Trail Riding
English & Western
Lessons
Boarding
Hay Rides
Party Facilities

Exit Cygnet Exit 171 From I-75. Drive West To
2nd Crossrood, Turn South (Mitchell Rd)
Next Crossroad Is Freymon Rd
Turn East 0 Continue 200 Yds.
14810 FREYMAN RD. - CYGNET
•BGSU classes available for credit and non-credit for*
fall, winter, spring and summer quarters.

14, 1W1 *
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Nature's Manna goes all natural
by Maria Clsterlno
News staff raportar

Assorted natural foods line the
shelves of Bowling Green's
newest health food store.
Nature's Manna, located in a
redecorated old house at 134 E.
Court St., features a varied
assortment of natural foods,
spices, soaps and shampoos.
Melinda Reardon. one of three
owners of the store, explained
that the business initially began
as a food co-operative where a
number of families could order
bulk items and cut grocery costs
by dividing the items.
Reardon and her partners, Donna Hawley and Pat Nagel, eventually decided to branch the co-op
into a health food store to help
promote good nutrition.
MOST OF the goods are bought
in bulk and packaged at the store,
Reardon said. Therefore, costs
are substanially cheaper for the
consumer than at most larger
retail chains.
Although the shop has been
open since the summer, browsers
and curious shoppers are yet
discovering the array of foods the
store has to offer, Reardon said.
People unfamiliar with natural
foods might question whv these

breakfasts and lunches at
Cranker's Restaurant, 307 S. Main
St.
The restaurant serves
homefries, homemade pies and a
variety of home cooked meals,
and all the cooking is done from
scratch, Sandra Cranker, who
runs the restaurant along with her
husband, said.

THE REFRIGERATED secitems cost more than other foods
tions holds cheeses, cold fruit
on the market.
Natural or organic foods are juices, real butter, meats and
grown and manufactured without farm fresh fertile eggs that are
the use of pesticides, artificial green, brown and beige in color
flavors, colors or preservatives. instead of the usual white.
The shop is also one of few in the
For this reason, a farmer must
take extra care to ensure* the area to carry unsalted peanuts usJuality and freshness of his pro- ed for making homemade peanut
CRANKER said she has a daily
uct. This cautious nuturing is ex- brittle.
that is well balanced and
Some of the smaller items special
pensive for the farmer and the
meat, potatoes, a
manufacturer and in turn a available include banana chips, includes
vegetable and a roll with butter.
percentage of the costs is passed carob candy bars or a wide assortonto the consumer, Reardon ex- ment of nut, raisin and coconut
Cranker's is open from 6 a.m. to
mixes.
plained.
2 p.m. Monday through Saturday
Cooking classes, a frozen yogurt and closed on Sunday.
FROZEN sweets were popular machine, an oven to bake fresh
Corner Kitchen, 183 S. Main St.
with summer customers, Reardon goods, and a small sandwich shop offers omelettes, homemade chili
said. The back room of the shop are in the owners' future plans, fries, and kurly fries as part of the
houses a sizeable freezer cramm- Reardon said.
daily menu.
ed full of ice cream treats made
Nature's Manna is open from 10
"We have some of the best
with fresh ingredients and a.m. to 6 p.m. Monday through omelettes
in town," Richard Cox,
sweetened with honey instead of Friday and 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. on
owner of the Corner Kitchen said.
sugar.
Saturday.
"Our omelettes are probably the
Exotic flavors like honey
pineapple papaya, carob (natural
chocolate) push-ups and frozen
yogurt highlight the list. '
Two decades ago, diners prefer- Tim Conway who met- his wile
A favorite frozen speciality is
there while he was a student at the
the Yulovit (you love it)-two red meat and pasta dishes, but to- University.
Red Skelton, Bob
peanut butter cookies with vanilla day they are eating lambchops, Hope, Mark
Wells, Scott
veal, poultry and fresh fish, Kaufice cream in the middle.
Hugh Downs and Jack
There also are fruit juices, real man said, perhaps because of Hamilton,
Haley have all eaten at Kaufhoney, homemade peanut butter, health interests.
man's as well as Leonard Nimoy
different kinds of flours, organic
MANY FAMOUS people have and Mel Blanc. Kaufman has colbeans and huge plastic cans full of patronized
Kaufman's, including lected many autographs to hang
granola cereal mixtures.

Oldest restaurant

«-»■»-

focal point of our menu."
Specials include an omelette
night on Tuesdays from 4 to 8:30
p.m., a steak and shrimp special
on Thursdays, all you can eat fish
with perch and ocean cod on
Fridays, and a Sunday buffet
from 11 a.m. to 3 p.m.

ferent than most chain
restaurants.
The Dutch Pantry, 1720 E.
Wooster St., provides a Pennsylvania Dutch style atmosphere.
Entrees include rice pudding,
warm apple dumplings with brandy sauce and apple fritters.
There are also daily luncheon
and breakfast specials.
"Our sweet and sour dressing is
one of our biggest draws, and our
ham and bean soup," Jean
Henschen, manager at the Dutch
Pantry, said.
L-K, 1450 E. Wooster St., has
specials every day of the week,
and three on Sunday.
All-you-can-eat perch is on
special on Wednesday and Friday, and there are meals ranging
from meatloaf to Delmonico steak
on sDecial during the week.

THE CORNER Kitchen is open
from 7 a.m. to 8:30 p.m. Tuesday
through Saturday, and closes at 3
p.m. on Mondays and Saturdays.
Sunday hours are from 9a.m. to 3
p.m.
Frisch's, 1540 E. Wooster St., offers a variety of foods from its
breakfasts to its salad bar 24
hours a day.
CLAMS and ice cream are the
top sellers at Howard Johnson's.
Bob Tefft, a manager said.
Tefft said the fact that cocktails
are served at Howard Johnson's, There also is a breakfast special
lean E. Wooster St., makes it dif- for under $2.
on the walls of his dining room.
"Sometimes you are not aware
of (the star's presence) until they
are gone or ready to leave," Kaufman said. "Some people like to be
recognized
and some people do
not.'r
Kaufman said he likes
customers to recognize a good

meal or a bad one and let him
know.
Kaufman said he prefers beef
dishes and likes fresh seafood but
his favorite dessert is peanut butter pie. He and his wife have
eaten peanut butter pie all over
the world, but Kaufman said his
cook makes it best.
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FCS

HUM'S
introduces

Fellowship of Christian
Students

FRESHMAN WEEK:

Every Monday, 7:30p.m.

20% OFF ALL FOOD
SEPT. 28-OCT. 5
Treat yourself to
a Creek or Lebanese Meal
352-5003

SUB-ME-QUICK

WE CORDIALLY
INVITE YOU TO
WORSHIP
WITH US.

CHARIS
COMMUNITY

Alumni Room, Union
For more information
call 352-3042
ALL ARE WELCOME!

SUNDAY 9:30 a.m.
PROUT CHAPEL
8GSU

ED

MIKE

Sermon-Cod's Kingdom in the '80s.

KATAX BAND

For more information
call 352-8483

"Playing Friday and Saturday Night"
Sept. 25 and 26
9:30-1:30

THE AIR
FORCE HAS A
LOT TO OFFER

COME IN • RELAX • ENJOY

TAVERN

for

New
Toledo

809 S. MAIN

IT ADDS UP TO OPPORTUNITY
Air Force ROTC is the first step toward your
future. While you're in college AFROTC means
leadership training, tuition assistance, and $100
a month in living expenses. After college,
AFROTC can mean a commission as an Air
Force officer with the pride, responsibility and experience that are parts of our great way of life.
You'll be on the fast track toward the goals
you've set for your future. Check out Air Force
ROTC. Two, three- and four-year scholarship
programs are available in your area. For your nation and yourself, find out more about Air Force
ROTC.

BOWLING GREEN

2 POOL TABLES. SHUFFLE BOARD, ELECTRONIC GAMES. PINBALL
JOHN

FRED

Store
Sept. 25

Free
Prizes
All
Day
5' SUB
DRAWING
on
Sept. 26
(No Purchau Ntcetury)
Valid

at

both B.G.
and
Toledo Locations

WELCOME BACK
BGSU STUDENTS

Contact
The Department of Aerospace Studies
164 Memorial Hall
Phone 372-2176 or 372-2177

CHARLIES
ROTC

Gotewoy to o g/*o* **oy o* lil«.
ALPHA SIGMA PHI

Specials Same as Last Year
or Better!
Thursday: S — G = 50

Monday: g = 10

143 E. Wooster
MON-SAT 11:00 AM
SUN 4:30 PM

Sound System Plays
To Your Request!
Free Parking Anytime!
Food Service Coming Soon!

AND

WOMEN

352-6516

^

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

e I960 Rrst International Service* Corporation

ALPHA SIGMA PHI

ALPHA SIGMA
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Best Specials In Town

MEN

(B4MMH Slat* L'Ouor Slora & Rmk'l/Krogar)

BLIND PI©
STADIUM PLAZA

FOR

1072 N. Main Street

>

ALPHA SIGMA PHI
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<
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Thurs. Sept. 24 "Meet the Brothers"
Tues. Sept. 28 "Munchles & Spirits"
Thurs. Oct. 1 "Ice Cream Social"
Tues. Oct. 6 "Theme Open"
Thurs. Oct. 8 "Warm Up"

i/i

COME JOIN US!

<
I
Q.

< ALPHA SIGMA PHI

x
>

FALL RUSH DATES:

<

New Pin Ball Games!
*

HAIRSTYUNG

>
r

ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA PHI ALPHA SIGMA >
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Classifieds-

PLACEMENT INTERVIEW SCHEDULES
ThaiWtowtng amployare will be on cem
PUtltM *ee* 0f October 5 and 12, 19S1, lo
™«»» mi«MtM candidates Swo up on
Wednesday. September 30. lo* lh# follow
"jWiwh,^ Ston-Up will MAWdon
Wedneeuey, September 30. from 7:30 a m
o M» am lo« Employ.. Schedules
i""*™***. QOWAIWII. Agences. and
tj'aouala Schools) on the eecond floor ol
Svv,CM

Ki £X?

JOHN HANCOCK INSURANCE (* I ToladO.
OH ■■ 0) SALES/SALES MGMT TRAINEE
BOB Admm . Inc.. Mhtg . Econ . Fin , Lib
Ada.Dec.Mat grada

US MARINES (a)
ABOVE

MONARCH MACHINE TOOL CO (a)
Stdnay. OH - (I) SALES. Mlg Tech Induat
Tach . Salaa, Mktg., interested in Machine
Tool Salaa. Oac , Mar grada

B""««0 * CHCD6N.

TIAL FORM MUST BE TUHNED IN FOR
EACH SCHE0ULE. AT THE TIME VOU SIGN
UP NOTE there will not be an EducalK>n
Stan Up in* MW
SPECIAL NOTICE requests ICK aoma
type of alanda'dilation in cadantial lorma
*"**'••«">•• have prompiad (he Um.amiy
"leeefnant Services to require candKMtaa
•VMng up lo* aach interview to complete
•fa preeem AT THE TIME OF SIGN UP a
'STANOARO CREDENTIAL FORM", lot
each organization with which hafane
w.ahea to interview Alao. only Permanent
Heetrjenta of tha USA win witl b* considered lo> interviewing ( ■ L
THE NUMBER IN •( > INDICATES THE
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES REQUESTED BV
THE ORGANIZATION

SUPERIOR OH. COMPANY (a) Houston. TX
- (1)TO BE ANNOUNCED

GOLD CIRCLE STORES <a) Worthlngton.
OH - (1) MANAGER IN TRAINING Mgml.
Mhtg . Bus. Faah March, or any othar ma
|or with intaraat m ratal i. Dac. grada onty

KHJM1

100881

F w WOOL WORTH CO («l DaaPlainaa. IL
-(1) MANAGEMENT TRAINEE Allbuainasfl
majors, lib arta A science. Dae. Mar.
Juna grada
*

MEAD CORPORATION (a) Dayton, OH - (1)
MANUFACTURING ASSOCIATES Prod.
Ope*, onty, Oac., Mar., Juna grada

10-1441
AMOCO OIL COMPANY (a > Hooaton. TX
HI GEOLOGY DEPT . Gaologiata only (alao
10-15,

QSCAR MAVER & COMPANY (a)
Brechs»ille. OH - (1) CONSUMER PRO
DUCTS SALES REP M-ig . Bus. Liber.i
Arta. or any maior with interest In Salaa,
Dec grads onry
OSCAR MAYER & COMPANY (a) Livonia.
Ml - (1) INSTITUTIONAL FOOD SERVICE
SALES REP Mktg. BOB. Llbaral Arta. Of
any ma»f with interest in Salaa. Dae orada
on*
lOOWt
LEVER BROTHERS COMPANY (a)
Cleveland. OH
(2) SALES REP BUB majors with intereel in Saiaa/Salaa Mgmt. Dae
grade only

tO 1241

BEN01X CORPORATtON (a \ En/rla, OH - (1J
ENTRY LEVEL ACCOUNTANT: B/Acct, (1)
DATA PROC ASSOCIATE: BrM IS (1)
MATERIAL PLANNER B/Proc/Mat Mgmt.
all ■ bova Oac.. Mar. JunagradB
RAYTHEON COMPANY (a) Leiinglon, MA
- (2) PROCUREMENT MANAGEMENT PRO
GRAM B/PtOCSMat . Prcd.'Oper . Dec
Mar. Juna.

MAY COMPANY (a > Cla.al.nd. OH - (1) EX
ECUTIVE TRAINEE Laad to Buyar. (2) EX
ECUTIVE TRAINEE Laad to Buyar, Ratal!.
Mhtg . Faah March , Dec. Mar grada (alao
10-13)

REPUBLIC STEEL CORP < - )Cie*elsnd OH
-(Si MANAGEMENT TRAINEE. INOUST AC
COUNTING: BvAcCt (30 GPA minimum).
Oac. Ma« .Jon.

SORKIN. THAYER. A CO. (a) Akron, OH (2) AUDIT STAFF ASSISTANT B/Acct. Juna
grada only (also 10-13)

TOLEDO EDISON COMPANY (a) Toledo
OH - (1) ASST ANALYST B/Acct. MIS,
Dae., Mar., Juna grada OPEN HOUSE
EVENING OF OCT 13 in tha Placamant OfI lea

THE HIGBEE COMPANY I a) Cleveland. OH
- (2) ASST BUYERS ENTRY LEVFL OPERA
TION MGMT Bo* . Faah March . Dae Mai

MARATHON OIL COMPANY (a) Flndlay.
OH - (1) GEOLOGY DEPT . BS. MS Gaol.
Oeophy

CROWE. CHIZEK ANO CO (a ) Sooth Band,
IN (2) AUDITING B/M Acct. with Intaraat
lo bacoma CPS, Dae, Mar, Juna, Aug
MANAGEMENT SERVICES: B/M MIS.
Comp. Scl. Dac, Mar, Juna. Aug. grads

STANOARO OIL CO (IND4ANA) (a)
Chicago, IL - (1) APPLICATIONS PRO
GRAMMER/ANALYST: 88 math, Comp
Scl. MIS or related with 15 hra . Dae . Mar
grada

US AIR FORCE (a) Bowling Groan, OH (1|TO BE ANNOUNCED

SEE

CHAMPION INTERNATIONAL CORP. (a)
Slamlord. CT - (1) INTERNAL AUDITOR
B/Accl. Dec . Mar. June. Aug gradB

US AIR FORCE la) Bowling Graan. OH
|i)TO ■€ ANNOUNCED

HMM1

Detroit. Ml

TEXACO. INC (a) Houston. TX - (1)
GEOLOGY DEPT.. Gaol. Geophye (alao 10
t*
OURWAY ENTERPRISES (a) Bowling
Graan. OH - (t) CAMPUS MARKETING
SPECIALIST tVMktg.. Adv. Pub Re!.
Human Res Mgmi. SeivSaiet Dac , Mar.
Juna, Juniors tor Intem.hip. MANUFACTURERS REP APPAREL. SPORTING
GOODS B/Faah March. Selling/Sales.
Mhtg. Dec , Mar. Juna, A Juniors
*

I0134I

THE TREATY COMPANY (a) Greenville OH
- (1) ASST WAREHOUSE MANAGER
Momt. Mktg . Boa Admm . Oac grads only

WINTERS NATIONAL BANK A TRUST CO
(a) Dayton, OH
(2) MANAGEMENT
TRAINEE BS Oan. BUB or Lib ArtB, Dae
grada.

U S MARINES ( a) Datroil. Ml - 11) MARINE
OFFICER PROGRAMS: BVM. all mijors
Dae. Mar, June Aug grada. (Alao at
University Hall corridor )

10-iMi

EUCLID. INC (a) Cleveland. OH - (1) EN
TRY LEVELS IN MATERIALS. PURCM ,
MFG Bus Admin . Prod 'Opar . ProcTMat
Mgmt .Dac, Mar grada

GULF OIL CORPORATION (a) Pittsburgh.
PA - (I) GEOLOGY DEPT. 88. MS Gaol .
Gaootty. (alao 10-18)

B.F GOODRICH CO 1*1 Akron, OH - (1)
BUSINESS ASSOCIATE Bus. Admin , G.n
Bus. BOB Math, Dec . Mar, June. Aug.

Mini-Course Instructors
Anyone interested in
teaching a classplease call 372-2343
and ask for Linda.

HAPPY HOURS

KIMBERLYOLARK COMPANY (a > Naanah.
Wl - (1) FINANCIAL ASSOCIATE: BA Acct .
Fin.. Dae, Mar.. Juna grada (alaotOlfl)

2:00 - 5:30

FALCONS NEST
UNION

0 NEIL'S (a) Akron. OH (1| EXEC TRAIN
ING PROGRAM (MERCH MGMT I B/BuS .
Fin Mgmt. Mhtg . Retailing and Faah Mar
ch. Dac, Mar. Juna gradB PRESENTA
TION EVENING OF OCT 14 IN THE PLACE
MENT OFFICE

101881
INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE iei
Cleveland, OH - (2) B/Acct Bus Admin.
Oac, Mar, June grads PACE E>.m
deadline Oet 13 Obtain application from
Placement Office
NATIONAL CITV BANK (a) Cleveland. OH (2) MANAGEMENT DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM: Bus Admin. Econ. Fin. Mgml.
Mhtg. Prod ./Ope'. Sell/Salea. Dac and
Mar grads Comp Scl. MIS. Dac Mar
grads
JB ROBINSON JEWELERS. INC (a)
Cleveland. OH - (1) EXEC DEVELOPMENT
TRAINEE
BVMklg. Retail,
Sell/Sales
Mgmt. Dec. June only
WESTFIELD COMPANIES (a) Weetlield.
OH •- (1) UNDERWRITER/FIELO REP
TRAINEE: BA Bus Admin. Pub Ral.
Psycho*.. Econ .Dac. Mar .June grads.

POQliQi*S _

SOUTH ■
945 S. Main 352-7571

835 HIGH ST.-RENTAL OFFICE

PHONE 352-9378
9:00-4:30

ffltikWoG&QOL

APARTMENT COMPLEXES
•
•
•
•
•

Haven House
Piedmont April - 8th a High St.
Blrchwood Place-650 Sixth St.
Maple Grove-818 Seventh St.
Small Bldgs.-Between 6th & 7th St.

•
•
•
•
•

FEATURES
2 Bedroom-Furnished
Gas Heat & AirConditioning
Laundry Area in Each Building
Tenants Pay Electric Only
Lots of Closet Space

2 cu. ft.

Refrigerator Rentals

SPECIAL FEATURES
• All residents have use of year round pool
with large game party room, kitchen, huge
fireplace. Ping pong, pool table, pin ball
machines.
OTHER RENTALS
• Houses, efficiencies, 1 bdrm.
• Furnished & Unfurnished

BGSU Women's Rugby Club. There will
be an Informative organizational
meeting lor all woman interested In par
nclpating in tha Women's Rugby Club
at T 30 p.m.. Mon Sept. 28* 113 B.A.

NORTH AMERICAN VAN LINES (a) Fort
Wayna, IN - (2) STAFF ACCOUNTANT B/M
Acct (MBA Or MAC), B/Comp Scl., Oac.
Mar. grada.

RIKE'S (a) Dayton. OH
(2) EXECUTIVE
TRAINEE B/Bua Admin. Fash March.
Mktg . Retail. Te*tiles/Clothing. Dac. Mar.
Juna grads PRESENTATION EVENING OF
OCT 14 AT PLACEMENT OFFICE

Stop by now!

Bee Gee Rental
Service—Rental—Sales

125W. PoeRd.

352-4646

DOES YOUR GROUP
NEED MONEY?
THE FALCON FUN RUN CAN HELP!!!
B.G.S.U. ATHLETIC DEPARTMENT
is Sponsoring The

FALCON FUN RUN
October 25 -11:30 a.m.-2:30 p.m.
At B.G.S.U. Whittaker Track
If your sorority, fraternity, club, group, or team needs money, we can
help. The FALCON FUN RUN is an enjoyable way to support the B.G.S.U.
Athletic Program and raise funds for your group at the same time

Far ferttwr MMOnaerlM cell: lera Br.wn, BCSII AlMetk 0««t 371-2401

EAST
FAST
440 E. Court 352-1596

Bar halp wan lad-Barmaid A waitraaaee
Excel) wagea Apply at Mr. Boiangies
893 S Main.
.

CAMPUS/CITY EVENTS

WANTED
.^__^^_
M. rime, needed Sao al 211 8. Enterprlae 4bdrm hse EnceHUocallon _
One or two M rmtes Need S98rUonth
plus electric Can 352-6725

1978 Ford pick-up. 4-wh. dr 1975 750
Honda Baat olfar call 6582809 after 4
Single bad. boa springs, n
frame 150.00 Can 3526772
FOR RENT
FOR RENT
2 bdrm apt Crlm St.. 5 mln. walk Irom
campus, lurn.. full bath i280fmonth

Bar halp wanted. Dallas V Apply after 7
pm 8888981.

Jenntlar 372«*9

WallrMBM wanted. Apply altar S
in tha avaningj at Daiiaa V

HELP: 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED
APARTMENT FOR RENTI 707 Slcth St.
CallJfw«|T»488*

D

m

Busboys neded for sorority house It in
teiestad pleas, call 2-3508 or 2-2S4Q
and aah for Cathy.
Fender Rhodes. Mark l ataga piano
Call 362-8650.
Coesler brake A speed bicycles. Call
688-828J
_____
Salesman s sample sale
Missy
separates by J.G Hook Save 50%. Fn.
ft Sal. 10a.m.-6pm 1061 Lyn Rd

Unfurn. room available lor 1 or 2 peraona Rant plus portions of utilities
Call 383-4011persistently
Need female students to fin houses
and apartments near campus Phone
352-8385
Cheap rant 1330 per quarter plus
utilities Funs, apt Theta Chi House.
710 7th St. Apt 6 Phone 353-8411 Ask
torjimAik.ns Good time gua<anteeO

ROOMMATE NEEDED M/F; fall, winter.
Boring. Third SI apt.: can move In Im
mediately Can 354 1842.
IF to share 2 bdrm apt Call 354-1291
Seeking honest, healthy, intelligent
open-minded female <20's) lo share happy, enduring family Ufa on small
organic homesiead Blade BOM H435.
Toledo, Ohio 435S1

Meadowview Court Apartments
214 Napoleon Road
Fall Leasaa
NOW AVAILABLE

Any atudanls who use shampoo, conditioner or make-up by AMway, please

eall^52-230l.4-6pm

.

2M rmtes Call 382 2883
Wanted Rmte wanted lo share 2 bdrm
apl CA1I 352-5598.
HILPWAIiTIP
Renee'a Night Club la accepting ap
plication, lor -aii.rs. waltreeeee.
bartenders 1 barmatde Pteeea Call
3eJ1S7Sbtwn Opm - Midnight
Babysi Herts): For lovable 2 year old
Mon through Fn in my home Either
one siller all day (8:30 to 4 00?) or one
sitter in a.m. and one) lor afternoons
Call 352 2309 after 4 00

one-item 5" pizza & drink for only $2.25. (Eat-in
only.) A tasty reason to pass up those cheese
sandwiches you were going to pack!

FRIDAY SEPT. 25

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO

ABORTION
TOLL FREE
9 ».m. 10 p.m.
1-800-438-8039

BABCOCK & WILCOX (*) Naw Ortaana. LA
- (1) BUYER DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
B/ProcJMat Mgml, But Admin. Mfg.
Tach., Dac , Juna grada

PEACE CORPS ( • > Detroit. Ml (1) PEACE
CORPS VOLUNTEERS: All ma|ora, Have
need for Ind. ArtarVoc. Ed. Math. Sci.
Home Ec. FranctvSpan. Spec. Ed. Dac .
Mar. June. Aug grada. ALSO AT UNiVERSl
TY HALL (Information Table) (also 1016)

Gymnastic instructor & Coach Varied
Hra. Weekdays after 400 ft aoma
weekends Must be experienced Contact Cindy 888-0912 or mall resume to
2100 S. Holland-Sylvan la Rd. Maumea,
OH.

SERVICES OFFERED

Pre-payday blues?
Try our Thursday
lunch special at
Pagliai's:
5" pizza & poponly $2.25
Thursday, 11 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Pagliai's, enjoy a

is looking for

Proof of Age (18)
Required

ARMCO, INC. I a) Middleiown. OH - (2)
ASST SYSTEMS ENGINEER B/Comp Sci
Oac., Mar. Juna grada (!) PRODUCTION
SCHEDULER MBA wrundergred dag in
Mat Mgmt. or BBA Mat Mgmt. Dac, Mar,
Juna grada.

Furnished ft unfumlsed effIclenclas -- 1
ft 2 bedroom apartments. Air
conditioning available. Landlord pays
gas.
Swimming pool, sauna, game room,
party room.
Mon.Frl.
9-12 a.m.
Models
1-5 p.m.
Available

CAMPUS FILMS
PRESENTS
Thur. Sept. 24
20.000 League.
Under the Sea
• 9:00 P.M.
Gish Theatre
' special time
this week

Fn.& Sat. Sept. 25 8,26
Droned to Kill
8:00 410:00 P.M.
Main Aud.

Sun. Sept. 27

Fri.&Sat.Sept.25&26

Singing in the Rain
5, 7, & 9:00 P.M.
Main Aud.

Monty Python A tha
Holy Grail
Midnight
Main Aud.

